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Welcome to the class „The sexiest sheet you‘ll ever wear“. In the next 40 minutes you
will learn about Late Roman clothing for women and how to make a quick and easy tunic
on a budget. There will be time for questions and answers afterwards. If you have a
question, please, ideally, write it into the chat, so that my trusty technical assistant
Maestra Ellisif can get an overview.
Some sentences about my background, that might be helpful:
I‘m Anna Syveken, I‘m in the SCA since 21 years. I am german, so if you have problems
understanding me or if I‘m sounding a bit funny, that might be the reason. I am mainly
known for organzing events and was introduced to the Order of Pelican last autumn
after a very long pandemic-owed phase of pause, writ and vigil of 18 months. I am
dabbling in late roman times since ten or eleven years and started doing so because I
wanted to dig deeper into a field that very few people research and about which back
then very few information, at least less then about vikings or, say, renaissance, was
available.
Let‘s move on!

asyveken@gmail.com
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284 AD
(Diocletian‘s reign
begins)

476 AD
(Romulus Augustulus‘
reign ends)
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During this class we are concentrating on the 4th/5th century and the mid/northern
Italian/adriatic alps area.
Late Antiquity is the transition from antiquity to the early Middle Ages. The beginning is
usually considered to be 284 A.D. (the beginning of the reign of Emperor Diocletian). As
early as the 5th century, the western part of the Roman Empire disintegrated into
several independent territories that continued to recognize imperial supremacy for a
long time. The last western Roman emperor in Italy was deposed in 476. In recent
research, however, the invasion of the Lombards in Italy in 568 is considered to be the
final period of Late Antiquity.
It is important for me to point out that the knowledge of this class isn‘t the only wisdom
– there may be sources I don‘t know and I don‘t claim to be an expert. There is a lot of
links at the end to start your own research, as well as my contact data for a follow up –
feel free to ping me, I don‘t bite.
picture:
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Westr%C3%B6misches_Reich#/media/Datei:Westrom_zwi
schen_450_und_476.jpg
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Let‘s have a look at the next chapters!
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An overview of mosaics and
frescoes
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So, which depictions, mosaics and frescoes of the 4th to 5th century can we still see
today? Let me show you 6 places for a start. If you like, pay attention to the clothes the
women are wearing.
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• Catacombs of
Marcellinus and Peter
• Rome, Italy
• 4th century
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Starting with a Roman painting of from the 4th century. Interesting here is that it‘s a
picture of a samartian woman meeting Jesus, a common theme in the bible, so these
depictions may be found more often in that time.
Picture: http://cantiere-24.blogspot.com/2016/04/lantica-immagine-di-cristoroma1.html
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• Santa Maria
Maggiore
• Rome, Italy
• 5th century
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Let‘s stay in Rome, and have a look at this wonderful technicolour mosaic. Again, at the
right upper corner, the samartian woman. This time even with a head covering, which is
kind of rare in these depictions.
Pictures:
https://www.flickr.com/photos/34673499@N04/4788929289/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/34673499@N04/4788930289/
https://img-fotki.yandex.ru/get/4607/feofilactova-valya.38/0_59d55_9bd58b46_XL
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Sicily / Italy
Late 4th century
Villa Romana del
Casale, Piazza
Armerina
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A bit to the South, Sicily. This, the Piazza Armerina, is one of the most referenced places
if you‘re interested in late antiquity. It is also the one with the famous „bikini
girls“mosaic – showing women doing sports in, well, leather shorts and breast bands.
The mosaic is interesting, because you have the figure at the left, which is a noble
matrona (in that mosaic with her two sons), clearly wearing a lot of fabric and a lot of
embellishment. She is going to the baths and is accompanied by a servant, which is
interesting because of the simple shoulder bag she is wearing and the box that probably
contains flasks and bottles.
Picture: https://gdsit.cdn-immedia.net/2014/09/villa_Romana_piazza_armerina.jpg
Picture:
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Mosa%C3%AFque_des_bikinis,_Piazza_Armeri
na.jpg
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Villa Romana de Noheda
4th century
near Cuenca/Valeria, Spain
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The villa Romana in Noheda offers a lot of mosaics as well.
Pictures: https://www.Romanoimpero.com/2019/06/villa-di-noheda-spagna.html
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• Silistra, Bulgaria
• 4th century
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And in Bulgaria we see similar patterns of sleeves, stripes, general look and feel. Pay
attention again to that box – the servant from Piazza Armerina has a similar one.
Picture:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roman_Tomb_(Silistra)#/media/File:Roman_Tomb_Silistra
_fresco_servant.jpg
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•
•
•
•

Late 4th century
Musicians
byzantine villa
Maryamin, Syria
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Let‘s for a moment go a bit more to the East, just to show similarities. Be aware though,
that I am trying to concentrate on western Roman clothing, since at that time (late
antiquity) there was already Byzantium on full rise and that‘s yet another major topic of
research (that many already do way better than me).
Picture:
https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=2826503967430641&set=pcb.2826508574096
847
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• Germanicia
• 4th-6th centuries AD
• Kahramanmaras, Turkey
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This slide came in very late, since just last week, on Monday, I found this little gem, that I
wanted to show you as well. It‘s from late roman turkey, showing musicians, and doing
so in fabulous detail.
Picture: https://www.dailysabah.com/arts/1500-year-old-mosaic-depicting-feast-foundin-turkeys-germanicia/news
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Marcellinus/Peter

St Maria Maggiore

Piazza Armerina

Noheda

Silistra

Maryamin

Place

Rome

Rome

South Italy

Spain

Bulgaria

Syria

time

4th century

5th century

Late 4th century

4th century

4th century

late 4th century

dress
length

Ankle length

Ankle length

Ankle length

Floor length

Ankle length

Floor length

sleeves /
belt

Bracelet length,
mid wide,
under bust belt?

over elbow length,
mid width,
Under bust belt?

Extra wide
Over hand length //
over elbow length
sleeves tucked in //
Extra narrow

Extra wide
Sleeves tucked in

extra wide,
sleeves tucked in

extra wide,
long fabric belt,
sleeves tucked in

shoes

Closed, ankle

Closed, white
Closed, red

Closed, flat (matron)
closed, ankle (serv)

Barefoot / invisible

Closed, ankle

invisible

stripes /
clavi

Full length,
sleeves 2x

Full length,
sleeves?

Full length,
sleeves 2x

Full length,
sleeves 1x

Full length,
sleeves?

None or full length,
no stripes at sleeves

color
scheme

Rose / dark

Orange / dark blue
Lt blue / dark blue

Red / dark
yellow / red/black

Rose / dark

Light / dark

White / dark

head /
hair

mid length hair,
pulled back

White cover /cap
none

mid length hair, pulled
back

mid length hair,
pulled back

mid length hair,
pulled back

mid length hair,
pulled back
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So, what can we see on the pictures so far? No need to remember all this, since here‘s …
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dress length

ankle length for work
floor length for nobility

Sleeves / Belt

length: over elbow for work, hand or bracelet for nobility
width: either mid or extra wide, rarely narrow
belted under bust, tucked in sleeves for work

shoes

closed, ankle or flat
most likely leather, white, red

stripes (clavi)

full length front and back, sleeves either none, one or two

colors

main color: rose, orange, yellow, light, white
clavi: dark, dark blue, red/black, dark red

head / hair

mid length hair, pulled back; white head cover

Summary
--Overview
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An Overview.
But, are the paintings all we can draw information from?
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garments that survived
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Of course not. Some textiles have survived, so let‘s have a quick glance.
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Second century AD textiles from the village of Martres
de Veyre located 24 kilometers outside of Claremont.
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This Tunic is a bit earlier and a bit to much north, but it is interesting because it is one of
the few finds of a belt. At events you might need or want one. By the way – there were
no things hanging from the belt. No pouches, no favours … please avoid this in order to
get the look right. You can use fabric bags or baskets for example.
The belt here is woven. So far there is no evidence for tablet woven belts in late
antiquity. Your safest bet therefore is using a piece of fabric or rope as belt.
Pictures: http://users.stlcc.edu/mfuller/ClermontMuseumTextiles.html
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Tunic or dalmatica for a woman.
Made of linen with tapestry
woven decoration in wool and
gold thread, made in Egypt
(probably Akhmim), 130-340 AD
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This tunic from the VAM is a „dalmatic“. This form with wide sleeves is very, very typical
for late antiquity. You won‘t see it (much) before or after these centuries.
Picture: http://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O100912/tunic-unknown/
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Sleeveless tunic.
Egypt or eastern
Mediterranean,
1st-2nd century.
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This is a bit earlier again, but showing a so called „square“ cut tunic very well. Also pay
attention on the plain clavi without any other embellishment.
Picture: https://abegg-stiftung.ch/exhibition/luxus-am-nil-spaetantike-kleidung-

aus-aegypten/
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Red wool tunic
Egypt, 5th-7th
century
Abegg
Foundation, inv.
no. 5434
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There‘s another square one, in red.
Picture: https://blog.bernina.com/de/2019/05/ausstellungstipps-juni-2019/
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Wool tunic with sleeves
Egypt, 5th-7th century.
Abegg Foundation, inv. no. 31
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And one with sleeves.
Picture: https://blog.bernina.com/de/2019/05/ausstellungstipps-juni-2019/
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© L. Bender Jørgensen
Tunic A, MC 1100. Undyed
linen. The neck opening is in the
middle, the 2cm wide purple
clavi on each side of it (27cm
apart), running across the two
sheets of the tunic. Clavi are
stitched on. Although parts of
one side of the tunic is missing
and the preserved fabric heavily
repaired the clavi have been
kept.
For further documentation, see
Mannering 2000.
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And this one is interesting because although you can‘t see much of the tunic, it is one of
the rare examples to have stitched on stripes (clavi). Since only very few of us will be
weaving their tunic (after all this class is about „on a budget“ garb) this is a useful
information: Adding the stripes later is completely fine.
Picture: https://books.openedition.org/cdf/5234?lang=de
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preparation and
background information
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Let‘s get a bit more general information.
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These two books are my recommendation for you to start. First the „Roman clothing“
one and then, if you want to go full nerd, you can spend money on the Pennick Morgan
one.
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to weave a tunic

Front

Back
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This graphic is an attempt to show you how the fabric for a tunic was woven. As you can
see at the orange panel – the upper part of the tunic was woven as a whole and the slit
for your head was directly woven into the fabric during the process.

asyveken@gmail.com
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stabilizing the neckslit
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You could strenghten the neckline with extra thread, as seen in the example of the
Reepsholt tunic found in Denmark. This is according to Margarethe Hald, in "Ancient
Danish Textiles from Bogs and Burials“ four-thread tablet-weaving with cording.
It is important for me to show you the idea behind the weaving process, because it is
one of the reasons why I‘m strongly advising against shoulder seams – there are no finds
of tunics with a shoulder seam that I know of.
Picture: https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.10156159016880706&type=3
Discussion:
https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=10156159018525706&set=a.10156159016880
706 „I've tried it and I'm pretty certain it is a 4-hole, 4 tablet tubular tablet weave.
It looks right and has the square cross section. if you look very closely, you can
see tiny horizontal threads in the crook of the 'v', that is the weft thread of the
tablet weave and is absent from the fingerloop braid”
Pdf with background: https://cdn.websiteeditor.net/c823ed0296224786b923c2d32a6d039c/files/uploaded/Ancient%2520d
anish%2520Textiles%2520from%2520bogs%2520and%2520burials_1980%2520vo
n%2520Margrethe%2520Hald_Kap.%252010.PDF
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Let’s start!
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So, for a start of your first on a budget tunic you may want to think about materials.
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material of of adult
tunics in museum and archaeological collections
(Faith Pennick Morgan "Dress and Personal Appeareance in Late Antiquity")
fabric
1%

wool
45%

linen
54%

There are at least two
children‘s tunics made of
cotton or cotton/linen in
a square cut.
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Faith Pennick Morgan listed and described in her book 187 tunics in museum and
archaeological collections. Of those, 85 tunics belonged to adults. In the following charts
I‘m concentrating solely on those (basically because I didn‘t have enough time to analyze
all entries). Of those listed tunics 54% were made of linen, 45% were made of wool.
Cotton existed in Late Roman times, but was used rarely.

asyveken@gmail.com
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My suggestion fo a start is a cheap set of bed covers. Make sure it is at least 140cm
wide. The more, the better. And you want a plain one, if possible. Linen is best, cotton
works as well.

asyveken@gmail.com
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colour of of adult linen
tunics in museum and archaeological collections
(Faith Pennick Morgan "Dress and Personal Appeareance in Late Antiquity")

n.a.
4%

undyed
96%
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Which colours did the linen tunics have? …. Let‘s have a look. So, that means the red has
to go, I suppose. But I was so sure, that red was common?

asyveken@gmail.com
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colour of of adult wool
tunics in museum and archaeological collections
(Faith Pennick Morgan "Dress and Personal Appeareance in Late Antiquity")
blue/green dark blue
3%
2%
golden/brown
3%

green
8%
orange
5%
purple/brown
3%

undyed
52%

red
21%

red/yellow/white striped
3%
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Yes it was. For reference, here are the major colours of woolen tunics. Still half of them
was undyed, and then the next major block consists of red/purple/brown shades. Back
to our bed linen.

asyveken@gmail.com
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After a first try with the decolorizer the sheets ended with a very pretty yellow colour …
with a 1970s vibe. So will need a second run …

asyveken@gmail.com
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Once the colour is set, let‘s think about the cut of our tunic.
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form of of adult linen
tunics in museum and archaeological collections
(Faith Pennick Morgan "Dress and Personal Appeareance in Late Antiquity")

tailored
2%

wide sleeved
13%

square
9%
short sleeved
2%

narrow sleeved
74%
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Here is an overview about the types of linen tunics. Now, let‘s see some comparisons –
which cut looks how and what is possible with my bed linen?
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My first tunic from 2011 has a very simple square cut. It ends up looking like a wide
sleeved tunic and has the perfect size for the cotton sheets.
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This is another square cut, and the slimmest tunic, made in 2019. Again you end up
having some kind of short sleeves. This is also my best fitting tunic at the moment, so its
length was a good indicator for me.
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And this is a dalmatic, made in 2021, with wide sleeves. You remember the VAM tunic?
My dalmatic was made according to the original measurements. It ends up to be very
short, which is fine according to Pennick Morgan‘s illustrations, but looking at the
mosaics I think it may be a bit to short for me (it‘s not hemmed yet on the photos left
and right).
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Here we have my elevation garb, made by The Honorable Lady Katherina Mornewegh
and many many helping hands for the – non authentic, but nethertheless pretty –
embroidered medallions. And to add some Salvador Dali vibe, I asked her to take a
picture of me on the tunic, so you would have an idea about the measurements. Have a
look at the sleeves with their 1980s style in particular, we‘re getting to this fascinating
version of cutting a tunic after two more slides.

asyveken@gmail.com
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It‘s time for big decisions! And a cut, or rather rip. By the way you can easiliy rip linen
and cotton, it gives a straighter line.
The white thing is an undertunic, just there for seeing the minimal measurements.
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These pictures were taken after one more time of decolorizer.
You can now make your decision about your sleeves.
Originally I wanted to show you a dalmatic, because for me the dalmatic is *the* Late
Roman garment, but as we have seen, it was not the most common one. So I took a
loose fitting garment for an idea about a loose fit of the sleeves and roughly ripped away
the extra fabric.
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You can (and for your first time probably should) decide to close the seams completely.
But because I just like this cut so much, I wanted to show you a variety that had an
opening under the arm. There‘s a video linked right in the next paragraph about an
egyptian tunic in the VAM where the cut and fall is perfectly explained.
Screenshots: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-cdhnORIAvo (go watch the

video! Absolutely worth it!)

asyveken@gmail.com
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Next step are the clavi. For this you can use the cheapest and easiest band you can get –
hem tape (make sure ist not polyester, you want to have natural fibers if possible). Iron it
so it is flat. Then you can open the upper seam for your head and roughly put the stripes
on your shoulders. I made the measurements from the middle of the garment and just
used a trick marker for the line. You can glue the stripes to the tunic with hem fix. In a
later step they can be sewn on to the tunic (make sure to do this before washing, the
glue will otherwise wash out).
Lessons learned: Don‘t put the clavi to close to your neck. You will need space for your
head!

asyveken@gmail.com
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Then there‘s only minor things to do – hem the neckline, sleeves and bottom of the
tunic. And there you are – the basic Late Roman tunic is done! Use a scrap of your
leftover fabric as your belt.
By the way, right *after* I was done with the tunic, I found the mosaic of this roman lady
from a 5th century mosaic in Rome, St. Maria Maggiore.
Picture: https://www.flickr.com/photos/34673499@N04/4789562486/in/album72157668356608081/
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bed linen

13,00

decolorizer

5,00

hem tape (10 m)

6,00

hem fix (8 m)

8,00

yarn

2,00

sum

34,00
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Since we are talking about an „on a budget“ garb – here‘s an overview of my costs so far.
But: Is a tunic all you need? Well, you can certainly up your gear …
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The ne sais quois –
hair

43

Before you add jewellry to your kit, my strong wish for you for any kind of garb is this:
Take care of your shoes and of your hair or head cover. Those two things are the reason
why your garb looks like clothing – and not like a quick costume. So, let‘s have a look
into Late Roman ideas about hair.
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If you want to wear your hair open, you want your hair to be proper and neat. Janet
Stephens has some fabulous videos in her youtube channel that can give you a general
idea.
Easiest way is to use a three- or more strand braid, that you put up and sew on to your
hair. You can also use pins for securing your braid (cocktail sticks work). If you have midlength hair, you can also use a fake braid attached to your hair. Again, braid it, put it up
(you can braid it straight or coil it before) and sew it to your hair. Bangs were very
uncommon.
Screenshot: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FlfoilzkHwQ (Janet Stephens)

asyveken@gmail.com
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There are also possibilities to wear a hair covering. A simple turban cap can be your day
saver. Many illustrations from the time show some sort of quiff or bulge in the front of
the head, so if it's possible, see if you can recreate something like that.
Pictures:

http://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O119558/headdress/headdress-unknown/
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/548290
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/100005768?img=0
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/468716
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The ne sais quois –
shoes
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And the shoes …. ?
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These are some examples of original shoes from late antiquity. If you were outside your
house, you would wear closed shoes (calcei), so please don‘t wear „gladiator“ sandals.
Pictures:
https://twitter.com/VeraCausa9/status/1237497706785972224
https://www.flickr.com/photos/antiekpubliek/7183076692/sizes/m/in/pool93273909@N00/
https://74fdc.wordpress.com/2013/03/20/the-Roman-footwear-of-vindolanda/
https://www.vindolanda.com/blogs/blog/the-curators-favourite-shoes
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If you look for lace up shoes / lace up ballerinas, then you can find some moderately
priced ones on the market.
Pictures:
https://www.josef-seibel.de/fiona-04_123458938_103803/#mz-expanded-view612749850083
https://www.ebay-kleinanzeigen.de/s-schn%C3%BCrballerina/k0
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• https://www.pinterest.de/mittenmank/late-Roman-lateantiquity/

Links
& Books

• https://books.google.de/books?id=IsZKDwAAQBAJ
Dress and Personal Appearance in Late Antiquity:
The Clothing of the Middle and Lower Classes
Faith Pennick Morgan
• https://books.google.de/books?id=rXOoAwAAQBAJ
Roman Clothing and Fashion
Alexandra Croom
• https://www.britishmuseum.org/collection
The British Museum, London
• https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection
The Metropolitan Museum, New York
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My major links for you bring you a pinterest board with a good start for your own
research, the two aforementioned books and two of my favorite museum collections
with absolute fantastic photos of their items.
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•

sources
&
further
reading

•
•

•

•

Villa Noheda:
• https://www.Romanoimpero.com/2019
/06/villa-di-noheda-spagna.html
• https://cultura.castillalamancha.es/patr
imonio/yacimientos-visitables/villaRomana-de-noheda
St. Maria Maggiore:
• https://antik-mosaik.livejournal.com
St. Priscilla:
• https://www.bbc.com/culture/article/2
0150224-the-secrets-of-the-catacombs
2nd century tunic & belt:
• http://www.rentapeasant.co.uk/periods
/Roman/Romano-gaulish-womansgarments/
• https://www.pinterest.de/bhallmann/m
artres-de-veyre/
Tablet Weaving:
• https://aisling.biz/index.php/geschichte

•

•

•
•

Weaving of a tunic:
• https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbi
d=210355607771588
Bags and Baskets
• https://nautahistoriae.com/2021/08/19
/romer-und-taschen/
Reepsholt tunic:
• pdf Reepsholt
Shoes
• https://www.resrarae.de/5th-centuryad/luxembourg-style-shoe/
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=snf
-16yD3JI
• https://www.vindolanda.com/Blog/woo
l-stash-footwear
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If you still want to read on, here are some more links.
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Contact me
Anna Syveken
asyveken@gmail.com
www.nautahistoriae.com
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For your questions – ping me! Find me on facebook and via eMail or follow my blog. I‘m
incredibly happy to spread information and to learn new things!
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